Recent studies have shown that in addition to the genome sequence, the genome's spatial structure also has a tremendous impact on genome activity and DNA function including gene expression and genome stability[@b1]. Lately, much work has been done in an attempt to decipher such genome structures and several different models have been proposed as probable structures[@b2][@b3][@b4][@b5][@b6][@b7]. Moreover, several computational methods have been developed to construct realistic 3D structures of genomes or chromosomes from chromosomal conformation capturing data, such as Hi-C, generated by next generation sequencing techniques[@b2][@b3][@b16].

Considering the amount of work in genome structure modeling, a visualization tool that can help researchers visualize and analyze 3D genome structures will undoubtedly benefit genome structure study. Visualization of genome structures is vital to continuous progress in the field because it showcases relationships within the genome that cannot be inferred from sequence information alone. Despite the importance of visualization, not much progress has been made in this area until now. Several tools have been developed for small molecular, such as protein, structure visualization such as Jmol[@b8], Pymol[@b9], Chimera[@b10], etc., but, when it comes to large-scale structures, such as the human genome, there are two limitations that prevent these programs from being effective. First, the Protein Data Bank (PDB) file format is typically used to store molecular structure data for the tools to visualize, however, the standard PDB format was designed for small molecular structures[@b11] and consequently is not sufficient for storing the vast amounts of data required to visualize genome structures. Second, running tools to load the entire genome structure data so that it is compatible with these programs is a strenuous or impossible task.

To our knowledge only one tool, Genome3D[@b12], has been specially designed for genome structure visualization. However, Genome3D lacks advanced functions in a few key areas including selection functions and scales amongst others. Here we introduce another genome structure visualization tool named GMOL that adequately improves upon and provides much needed functions, thus successfully filling the need for a genome visualization tool for researchers. GMOL is available to download on the GMOL sourceforge site along with accompanying sample data and documentation including an installation guide, usage guide, and walkthrough.

Implementation
==============

GMOL was developed from Jmol, an open-source Java application that visualizes chemical structures[@b8]. The fundamental features of Jmol that are necessary for genome visualization were preserved and are not discussed. However, GMOL adds and modifies several additional functions to make genome structure visualization possible and sufficient thus differentiating GMOL from Jmol. The added and modified functions that are specific to GMOL including the scaling system, selection system, sequence querying, measuring system, and new file format and are all described below.

To visualize and store genome structures GMOL utilizes a six-scale system. The six scales are (listed from lower resolution to higher resolution or from large scale to small scale): genome scale (Gb), chromosome scale (50--100 Mb), loci scale (Mb), fiber scale (Kb), nucleosome scale (100b) and nucleotide scale (1b). A smaller scale structure is a component of the next larger scale structure, therefore a larger scale is comprised of the combination of the components of the smaller scale. For example, the genome scale visualizes all the chromosomes; the chromosome scale visualizes all the loci, etc. This multi-scale system of genome models is largely inspired by the "fractal globule model"[@b13]. The multi-scale system can transition between scales through the entire data set or through an individual data point. For example, once at the global scale, the chromosome scale can be scaled to through the entire data set in which all the data points for all chromosomes would be visualized, or the chromosome scale can be scaled to via an individual chromosome in which all of the data points for that particular chromosome would be visualized. This versatility in scaling can be viewed in [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} which shows the human genome structure visualized at different scales using data from Bancaud *et al.*[@b13]. Furthermore, [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} shows screenshots of GMOL at various levels of scales. From left to right, top to bottom, the scales represented are the global scale, chromosome scale of all chromosomes, chromosome scale of a single chromosome, loci scale of a single data point, fiber scale of a single data point, and nucleosome scale of a single data point. Here the data from Asbury *et al.* was used[@b12].

The backbone of the multi-scale visualization system is toggling between scales. To do this, GMOL utilizes a selection feature that allows the user to select any unit, at any scale, and scale it up to a lower resolution or down to a higher resolution. By scaling up, the user gets an overview of the location of the selected unit, whereas scaling down gives the user the detailed structure of the selected unit. There are multiple ways in which the user can select a unit or units. One way is called index selection, in which the user can select units by using their index in the current displaying structure. In global scale structure, unit index means chromosome number, while in chromosome/loci/fiber/nucleosome scale unit index means the sequential number of this unit based on genome sequence. Another selection method is via scale information, in which the user selects units by scale information. This method is useful if the user needs to select units within a specified chromosome/loci/fiber/nucleosome in the current displaying structure when the index in unknown. Lastly, the user can select units using genome sequence information. By specifying a genome sequence location, the corresponding units in current displaying structure will be selected.

To allow for the multi-scale system, GMOL is accompanied by a new file format called Genome Scale System (GSS). Currently the standard file format for 3D visualization of biological data is PDB. However, the existing PDB file format is standard for storing protein structures and, therefore, is inadequate for storing genome structure data as genome structure data has a much higher resolution and therefore is much larger. To solve this problem, a new file format, GSS, was designed. Corresponding to our multi-scale system, the GSS format contains the following files (from lower to higher resolution): ".gs.gss" (genome scale), ".cs.gss" (chromosome scale), ".ls.gss" (loci scale), ".fs.gss" (fiber scale), and ".ns.gss" (nucleosome scale). Each file contains a unique set of data in which files of lower resolution store the position of the central point of compartments of the next higher resolution. More specifically, ".gs.gss" files contain the location of the central point of all chromosomes, ".cs.gss" files contain the location of the central point of all loci, ".ls.gss" files contain the location of the central point of all fibers, ".fs.gss" files contain the location of the central point of all nucleosome core particles (NCP), and finally "ns.gss" files contain all the nucleotides in a NCP. Based on this hierarchical organization of the GSS file system, GMOL is able to read and display structures at any resolution according to the user's requirements. GSS file format is easily convertible from PDB format with the appropriate scripts. These scripts and detailed documentation are provided on the GMOL sourceforge site. Various methods and tools are separately available for converting Hi-C data to genome models in PDB format[@b2][@b3][@b16].

In addition to scaling from a selection of units, GMOL can query the selected units into an Ensembl[@b14] database or a local database to gather genome sequence information about the selection. The integration of JEnsembl[@b15] with GMOL enables querying of the Ensembl database.

Another feature of GMOL is its measuring capabilities. GMOL allows the user to measure certain selected units in the currently visualized structure. Specifically, GMOL can measure the distance in between any two units in nanometers, and measure the angle formed between any three units in degrees.

Results
=======

Functionality of GMOL
---------------------

The multi-scale system of GMOL allows the various resolutions of the structure to be viewed with accuracy and precision. In addition, giving each scale its own file type allows for faster viewing and scaling between scales. The multi-scale system also allows for more total data to be represented by giving each scale its own system of data points. This, in turn, creates a more accurate and reliable genome structure.

The selection system grants flexibility and ease in terms of how units are selected. This makes selection easy and simple as certain selection methods are bettered suited for certain ranges of data. In addition, users are free to use different selection methods based on their preference.

Flexibility is also represented in GMOL with regards to querying databases. Since GMOL allows querying to a local database or Ensemble, users are free to choose based on their preference and aren't limited.

The measuring system incorporated into GMOL supplies convenient methods to obtain data regarding the genome structure. Via the interface or console, users can measure distances or angles with respect to selected units with ease.

Finally, the unique file type create for GMOL, GSS, allows GMOL to visualize various scales of structures to its fullest ability as the GSS file system grants a higher resolution of visualization and larger amounts of data to cope with the demands of genome structures of which the PDB file system can't provide.

Visualization Examples of GMOL
------------------------------

[Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} shows an extracted image of a resulting 3D genome structure visualized in GMOL. The visualization was done in the chromosome scale so each chromosome is visualized in full and with their respective positions to each other. Here, each chromosome within the genome is highlighted with a different color and labeled for identification. The visualization is from a genome modeled based on Hi-C data[@b2][@b16].

[Figure 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} shows two screenshots taken of GMOL with a visualized genome open. The interface is shown as well as the measurement tool in use. The visualized models are in the genome scale. One of the chromosomes, represented as point in genome scale, is highlighted. Here the data from Asbury *et al.* was used[@b12].

Applicability of GMOL through Analyzing Genome Structures
---------------------------------------------------------

Here, we give an example of how GMOL could be used in a practical situation to analyze the differences between the genome structures of two individuals. As other methods of comparison are certainly useful, analysis of tertiary structures are also beneficial. As previously mentioned, research has shown that genome spatial structures impacts genome activity and DNA function[@b1]. This means that the variations in genome structures amongst individuals could account for minor differences such as eye color, but also for more major health concerns such as cancer. By using GMOL to analyze genome structures, researchers/biologists can quickly spot abnormal sections of the genome and easily scale-up or down to get a more detailed view of the areas of concern.

In [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, the genome of Person A is displayed on the left and the genome of Person B is displayed on the right. As shown, the genome structures are almost identical except for the location of Chromosome 1 (highlighted in red for Person A and green for Person B). Assuming Person A is healthy and Person B has been diagnosed with cancer, this difference in positioning of Chromosome 1 should cause concern. By selecting the chromosome unit and scaling down we can get a more detailed view of the structure of Chromosome 1 for each individual ([Fig. 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}).

[Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"} highlights the spatial changes in the structure of Chromosome 1 between Person A and Person B. To view these structural differences within the context of the entire genome at the chromosome scale, we simply scale-up to go back to the genome scale and then scale-down to show the global structure at the chromosome level ([Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}).

This sample example demonstrates how one might use GMOL in a practical scenario to analyze the differences between two genome structures. The data in this example were taken from Asbury *et al.*[@b12] and were from a human CD4+ T cell. For a more comprehensive walkthrough of GMOL's features see the walkthrough on the GMOL website.

Comparison with Genome3D
------------------------

GMOL improves upon Genome3D[@b14] by supplying some important and needed features that are necessary for adequate genome visualization, of which Genome3D lacks. One way this is demonstrated is through the available scales offered, in which Genome3D displays genome structures at three scales: Giant Loop, Fiber and Nucleosome. GMOL's multi-scale system utilizes six scales: genome, chromosome, loci, fiber, nucleosome, and nucleotide. These additional scales allow a more detailed view of genome structures that cannot be achieved with Genome3D. GMOL also implements multiple selection functions (based on index, based on scale information, based on sequence) whereas Genome3D only allows selection based genome location. Having multiple selection functions enables intuitive selection of any portion of the genome structure from any scale. Furthermore, GMOL supports distance and angle measurement functions that Genome3D lacks. With regards to sequence querying, both Genome3D and GMOL support it, but GMOL supports querying from Ensembl and from a local database whereas Genome3D supports querying only from a local database. Finally, GMOL allows the user to write custom scripts and commands so that they may extend the functionality of GMOL to needs specific to their project. Genome3D does not implement this feature.

Ultimately, GMOL and Genome3D perform the same basic functions, however GMOL allows for more detailed analysis of genome spatial structures in several key areas that allows researchers to achieve better answers regarding structural relationships. The main differences between GMOL and Genome3D are summarized in [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}.

Future Development of New Features
----------------------------------

A number of future developments of new features of GMOL are planned for implementation and integration in the near future. One such feature is the integration of additional databases of which to export sequences from GMOL to. Currently, GMOL supports querying sequences to Ensemble and a local database. Additional databases being integrated include UCSC Genome browser[@b17], ENCODE[@b18], and Uniprot[@b19]. Another planned feature to include is a function that allows the selection of two points, of which to then be visualized for comparison. This function will allow an easier and better method to compare two sections of the genome. A third feature planned for future development is the integration of a function to view the sequence of a selected point. Such function would be convenient with regards to getting the sequence of only a selection. A fourth area of future study is the inclusion additional features into GMOL to allow users to study the correlation between genome structural variations and other sources of information such as primary sequence variations, SNPs, transcriptomics, and proteomics data. This will allow for a more versatile approach to analyzing genomes.

Discussion
==========

The recent development and research in genome nature indicates the significance of 3D genome structures as well as genome sequence. The genome's structure provides a key contribution to certain genome activity and DNA functions including gene expression and genome stability[@b1]. The implications of such findings suggest that much work is needed to figure out 3D structures of genomes. One vital step in the process of studying 3D genome structures is the visualization process that turns the coordinates of a generated structure into a 3D, interactive model.

GMOL is an application designed to sufficiently perform this step of the research process by effectively visualizing genome tertiary structures. GMOL does this through its immense array of features and functions including its multi-scale system that allows visualization of six chronological resolutions. GMOL also successfully fulfills its goals through its multi-selection system, measurement capabilities, options of sequence querying, and new file format system.

Therefore, through GMOL, researchers can better analyze their genomics data. By using GMOL to visualize the genome, researchers may see patterns or other structural relationships that are not evident in their data alone. By utilizing six different scales, GMOL allows for a level of detail that cannot be obtained by any other currently released program. That combined with GMOL's other unique capabilities set it apart in the marketplace for genome visualization software.
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![Visualization of Human Genome Structure of Different Scales.\
The structure at each level is visualized in a dynamic fashion such that it can be rotated, translated, colored, and zoomed in and out.](srep20802-f1){#f1}

![GMOL screenshot of different scales from data of Asbury *et al.*[@b12].\
Screenshots of all the different scales. From left to right, top to bottom, the scales represented are the global scale, chromosome scale of all chromosomes, chromosome scale of a single chromosome, loci scale of a single data point, fiber scale of a single data point, and nucleosome scale of a single data point.](srep20802-f2){#f2}

![Image of Visualized Genome on Chromosome scale using GMOL.\
Extracted image of a resulting 3D genome structure visualized in GMOL, in the chromosome scale. Here each chromosome within the genome is highlighted with a different color and labeled for identification. The visualization is from a genome previously modeled[@b16].](srep20802-f3){#f3}

![Comparison of Genome Structures at Genome Scale.\
Side by side screenshots of GMOL visualizing the genome of two models at genome scale with Person A on the left and Person B on the right. The difference in position of Chromosome 1 between the two models is highlighted.](srep20802-f4){#f4}

![Comparison of Chromosome Structures at Chromosome Scale.\
Side by side screenshots of GMOL visualizing chromosome 1 of two models at chromosome scale with Person A on the left and Person B on the right. The structural differences within Chromosome 1 are highlighted.](srep20802-f5){#f5}

![Comparison of Chromosome Structures at Genome Scale.\
Side by side screenshots of GMOL visualizing chromosomes of two models at the genome scale with Person A on the left and Person B on the right. The structural differences of Chromosome 1 within the context of the entire genome are highlighted.](srep20802-f6){#f6}

###### Comparison of GMOL and Genome3D.

  Functions                             GMOL                      Genome3D
  ------------------------------------- ------------------------- --------------------------------------
  *Select Function*                     1.select based on index   Select only based on genome location
  2.select based on scale information                             
  3.select based on sequence                                      
  *Measurement*                         Supported                 Not Supported
  *Sequence querying*                   1.query from Ensembl      Only query from local database
  2.query from local database                                     
  *Scripts/Commands*                    Supported                 Not Supported
  *Visualization Scales*                Genome                    Giant Loop
  Chromosome                            Fiber                     
  Loci                                  Nucleosome                
  Fiber                                                           
  Nucleosome                                                      
  Nucleotide                                                      
